A systematic formulation of various radiative transfer parameterizations is presented, including the absorption approximation (AA), ␦-two-stream approximation (D2S), ␦-four-stream approximation (D4S), and ␦-two-and four-stream combination approximation (D2/4S), in a consistent manner for thermal infrared flux calculations. The D2/4S scheme uses a source function from the ␦-two-stream approximation and evaluates intensities in the four-stream directions. A wide range of accuracy checks for monochromatic emissivity of a homogeneous layer and broadband heating rates and fluxes in nonhomogeneous atmospheres is performed with respect to the ''exact'' results computed from the ␦-128-stream scheme for radiative transfer. The computer time required for the calculations using different radiative transfer parameterizations is compared. The results pertaining to the accuracy and efficiency of various radiative transfer approximations can be utilized to decide which approximate method is most appropriate for a particular application. In view of its overall high accuracy and computational economy, it is recommended that the D2/4S scheme is well suited for GCM and climate modeling applications.
Introduction
General circulation models (GCMs) are key elements of modern climate research and the effort to accurately predict climate change. Since the major energy sources and sinks for the global climate system are solar and terrestrial radiation, modeling and prediction of climate require an accurate treatment of radiative transfer processes in GCMs. At the same time, the computational burden associated with radiation calculations in GCMs is such that efficient techniques are essential. The object of the radiative transfer parameterization in atmospheric numerical models is to therefore provide an accurate and efficient method to calculate radiative fluxes and heating rates during the course of model integration (Stephens 1984 ). An accurate and fast radiation model is also required in conjunction with the retrieval of atmospheric radiative fluxes based on satellite data (Charlock and Alberta 1996) .
Efficient treatments for the transfer of solar radiation have been extensively studied. Among the simplest and most widely used approximations are the (␦-) twostream techniques (see, e.g., Meador and Weaver 1980) , whose accuracies have been comprehensively examined by King and Harshvardhan (1986) . To achieve higher accuracy within a wide range of atmospheric conditions, the (␦-) four-stream approximation was proposed (Liou 1974; Cuzzi et al. 1982; Liou et al. 1988) . The accuracy of the ␦-four-stream scheme has been checked in both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous atmospheres (Liou et al. 1988; Fu 1991; Shibata and Uchiyama 1992) . By contrast, little attention has been given to methods of VOLUME 
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treating scattering in the presence of thermal emission (Toon et al. 1989) .
In atmospheric models, computation of the infrared fluxes in a multiple scattering atmosphere is usually highly simplified. One commonly used approximation, as discussed by Stephens (1984) , is to neglect scattering and consider cloud and aerosol particles as purely absorbing particles. Recently, the ␦-two-stream (Stephens et al. 1990; Stackhouse and Stephens 1991; Ritter and Geleyn 1992) and ␦-four-stream (Fu and Liou 1993) approximations have been applied to infrared as well as solar spectra. However, the accuracy of various transfer methodologies for the calculation of infrared fluxes and heating rates has not been examined sufficiently. Furthermore, it is useful to compare different radiative transfer approximations in terms of both accuracy and computational efficiency because these two factors are usually competing against each other.
This paper is intended to provide a systematic discussion of the treatment of the multiple scattering process for the transfer of thermal infrared radiation. Section 2 introduces various approximations in a consistent manner. In section 3, we present a wide range of accuracy checks for these approximations in calculating monochromatic emissivity of a homogeneous layer as well as broadband atmospheric radiative heating rates and fluxes. A discussion of the results follows in section 4, including recommendations for using these approximations based on accuracy and computer time requirements. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in section 5.
Radiative transfer in the thermal infrared
Since we are concerned with flux calculations, we shall begin with the azimuth-averaged equation governing the transfer of diffuse infrared intensity, I, in plane-parallel atmospheres and local thermodynamic equilibrium given by (e.g., Liou 1992) 1 dI (, ) ϭ I(, ) Ϫ I(, Ј)P(, Ј) dЈ
where ϭ cos, is the zenith angle, the normal optical depth, the single-scattering albedo, and B(T) the blackbody intensity at temperature T. The azimuthindependent phase function is defined as
where P(cos⌰) is the scattering phase function and the cosine of the scattering angle is defined by cos⌰ ϭ Ј ϩ (1 Ϫ 2 ) 1/2 (1 Ϫ Ј 2 ) 1/2 cos, with the azimuthal angle.
Consider a homogeneous layer with respect to the single-scattering albedo and the phase function. If this layer is nonisothermal, information about the optical depth dependence of the Planck function is needed. A linear-in-optical-depth variation of the Planck function is commonly adopted for this purpose (Wiscombe 1976; Tsay et al. 1989; Toon et al. 1989) . Using a different approach, we have approximated the Planck function exponentially in optical depth in the form (Fu 1991; Fu and Liou 1993) B
3) where ␣ ϭ B 0 and ␤ ϭ (1/ 1 ) ln(B 1 /B 0 ), with B 0 and B 1 the Planck functions for the temperature at the top and bottom of the layer, respectively, and 1 the optical depth of the layer. Kylling and Stamnes (1992) introduced and tested an exponential-linear approximation, which is also superior to a linear approximation.
In the following, we will introduce various approximations for infrared radiative transfer parameterizations in a consistent manner.
a. Absorption approximation
This approximation neglects the scattering effects. The basic radiative transfer equation can then be simplified in the form
This equation can be derived from Eq. (2.1) by assuming that either the radiative intensity is isotropic or the scattering phase function is the ␦ function. It is also valid when the single-scattering albedo is zero. Because of the very strong gaseous absorption outside the atmospheric window (8-13 m), the radiation effect of cloud and aerosol particles is normally confined to the window spectral range where the scattering efficiency of these particles is much smaller than that in the visible (Fouquart et al. 1990) . Also, the distribution of the infrared radiation sources is much more isotropic compared to the shortwave, thus reducing the role of multiple scattering. Although the scattering effect of cloud and aerosol particles is generally small in the infrared, it cannot be neglected in the window region (Toon et al. 1989) . This is the case for high cirrus clouds in which scattering may play an important role in the IR radiative energy budget (Liou 1986) . It has been shown that the reflection of the infrared flux from the base of a cold cloud over a warm surface leads to a cloud emissivity substantially larger than one (Stephens 1984; Fu and Liou 1993) .
Using Eq. (2.3), the solution to Eq. (2.4) for a homogeneous layer can be written as 1 Ϫ where Ͼ 0 and and Ϫ are associated with the upward and downward intensities, respectively. In Eq. (2.5), I( 1 , ) and I(0, Ϫ) are, respectively, the inward intensities at the bottom and top surfaces. For infrared radiation, diffuse transmission can be computed from transmission by using a diffusivity factor of 1.66 (e.g., Goody 1964 ). Therefore we can evaluate radiative intensities at ϭ 1/1.66 based on Eq. (2.5) to obtain the upward and downward fluxes:
For application to real atmospheres, we may divide the entire atmosphere into a number of suitable homogeneous layers. We first evaluate the downward intensity at each atmospheric level by working downward from the top of the atmosphere toward the surface, then use the surface boundary condition and evaluate the upward intensity by working backward through the layers. Here we may assume that the downward intensity at the top of the atmosphere is zero. For a surface with an emissivity of , the surface boundary condition is
where T S is the surface temperature, and I S (1/1.66) and I S (Ϫ1/1.66) are the upward and downward intensities at the surface, respectively.
The thermal infrared scattering can be significant at the earth's surface (Salisbury and D'Aria 1992) , especially over deserts (Prabhakara and Dalu 1976) , and is a factor in the remote sensing of SST (Smith et al. 1996) . The absorption approximation (AA) method considers the surface scattering explicitly through the boundary condition (2.7).
b. Two-stream approximation
The simplest method to treat the multiple scattering process is the two-stream scheme, which has been widely used. The discrete-ordinates two-stream approximation can be obtained from Eq. (A.4) in the appendix by setting n ϭ N ϭ 1. In this case, the Gauss quadrature and weight are 1 ϭ 3/3 and a 1 ϭ 1. The use of Gauss ͙ quadrature in the discrete-ordinates method makes phase function renormalization unnecessary, implying that energy is conserved (Stamnes et al. 1988) . However, the relation between the flux and intensity assumed in the two-stream approximation, that is, F Ϯ () ϭ 2 1 I(, Ϯ 1 ), is physically incorrect for an isotropic source. Toon et al. (1989) showed that the Eddington approximation also leads to physically incorrect results.
For infrared radiative transfer, we modify the discreteordinates two-stream approximation by using F Ϯ () ϭ I(, Ϯ 1 ) with 1 ϭ 1/1.66, which is consistent with the absorption approximation in the limit of no scattering. Furthermore, the phase function P( 1 , Ϯ 1 ) ϭ 1 Ϯ g should be used in the two-stream scheme because the absorption approximation is also exact when g ϭ 1. In view of these considerations, we can approximate the integral in Eq. (2.1) by I(, Ϫ 1 )P(, Ϫ 1 ) ϩ I(, 1 )P(, 1 ). Substituting Ϯ 1 for and P( 1 , Ϯ 1 ) ϭ 1 Ϯ g in the result and multiplying it by , we have
with D ϭ 1.66. By setting D ϭ 2, we have the hemispheric mean two-stream scheme (Toon et al. 1989) . Both the hemispheric mean and modified two-stream approximations are energy conserving as well as providing a correct relation between the flux and intensity for an isotropic radiation field. However, the modified two-stream approximation is more accurate than the hemispheric mean two-stream scheme because the 1 used is related to the 1.66 diffusivity factor. As demonstrated in previous studies (e.g., Goody 1964; Stephens 1984; Liou 1992 ), using D ϭ 1.66 in F Ϯ () ϭ I(, Ϯ1/D) gives optimum accuracy in the limit of no scattering. Note that Eq. (2.8) also reduces to the absorption approximation when g ϭ 1. We regard the present modified two-stream approximation as the most appropriate for infrared transfer among two-stream techniques.
Using Eq. (2.3) for the approximation of the Planck function, the general solution for Eq. (2.8) can be expressed by
k Ϫ ␤ and the coefficients g 1,2 are to be determined from radiation boundary conditions. Equation (2.12) for a single homogeneous layer can be extended to a nonhomogeneous atmosphere by dividing the atmosphere into a number of appropriate ho-
mogeneous layers. By applying the boundary conditions and the internal continuity requirements, a matrix can be formulated and inverted to obtain the fluxes throughout the atmosphere. Toon et al. (1989) have utilized a standard tridiagonal technique for matrix inversion. This technique is made numerically stable by including scaling transformation and pivoting (Stamnes et al. 1988; Kylling et al. 1995) . The surface boundary condition for the two-stream approximation is
(2.14)
c. Four-stream approximation
The four-stream approximation for both solar and infrared radiative transfer has been discussed in detail by Liou et al. (1988) , Fu (1991) , and Fu and Liou (1993) . A brief description of this approximation is given below.
From Eq. (A.4), the four-stream approximation can be obtained by setting n ϭ 2 and N ϭ 3. The quadrature formula that Sykes (1951) referred to as double Gauss is employed, which leads to 1 ϭ 0.2113248, 2 ϭ 0.7886752, a 1 ϭ 0.5, and a 2 ϭ 0.5 in the four-stream approximation (Fu 1991) . We note that a j j ϭ 0.5 2 ⌺ jϭ1 so that the double Gauss quadrature provides an exact relation between the flux and intensity for an isotropic source. This introduces a distinct advantage over the Gauss quadrature in which a j j ϭ 0.52127. In the 2 ⌺ jϭ1 four-stream approximation, the Planck function is again expressed in terms of the optical depth in an exponential form.
Like various two-stream approximations, an analytic solution for the four-stream approximation can be derived explicitly. Using the four-stream approximation, the flux distribution can be computed by dividing the atmosphere into a number of homogeneous layers. In the resulting matrix formulation, one-third of the elements in the diagonal band of the coefficient matrix are found to be zero. We have developed a numerically stable technique to solve the system of linear equations (Fu and Liou 1993) . Compared with the standard routines available in the IMSL or LAPACK software libraries for solving a general banded matrix, our program is significantly faster (Fu 1991) . This is because the zero elements within the diagonal band matrix were explicitly considered.
The surface boundary condition for the four-stream approximation is given by
(2.15)
d. Two-and four-stream combination
For a homogeneous layer with an optical thickness, 1 , we can solve Eq. (2.1) formally to obtain ( Ͼ 0):
where M(Ј, Ϯ) is the source function associated with multiple scattering and emission, which can be written as
The Planck function is related to the optical depth via Eq. (2.3).
In the two-and four-stream combination method, we first solve the source function by using the two-stream scheme. Then we use Eq. (2.16) to evaluate intensities in the four-stream directions. The fluxes can then be obtained following Eq. (A.5). Here, the double Gauss points and weights are used in the four-stream intensity and flux calculations.
Using the two-stream approximation, the source functions corresponding to upward and downward directions are given by
where
where D ϭ 1.66 based on the modified two-stream scheme and D ϭ 2 based on the hemispheric mean twostream scheme. Since multiple scattering is not a dominant process in the infrared radiative transfer, it suffices to evaluate the source function by using the two-stream approximation. Replacing M(Ј, Ϯ) in Eq. (2.16) by M(Ј, Ϯ1/D) from Eq. (2.18), we have the intensity at a given as follows: At infrared wavelengths, Fu (1991) has shown that radiative fluxes can be accurately evaluated from intensities using a two-ordinate double Gauss quadrature, that is, four-stream approximation, in the limit of no scattering. For this reason, there is little advantage gained by using D ϭ 1.66 instead of using D ϭ 2 in the twoand four-stream combination approach. Numerical studies show that results from D2/4S with D ϭ 2 are similar to those with D ϭ 1.66. Here we adopt D ϭ 2 in D2S/ 4S. This is because the hemispheric mean two-stream scheme is more consistent with our four-stream scheme by noting that ( 1 ϩ 2 )/2 ϭ 1/D.
The two-and four-stream combination approach seems to be promising because it may incorporate the speed of the two-stream approximation and the accuracy of the four-stream approximation. This approach is developed based on the source function technique proposed by Toon et al. (1989) .
For application to nonhomogeneous atmospheres, we may first solve the two-stream approximation by dividing the atmosphere into a number of homogeneous layers. Downward intensities can then be computed at each level by applying Eq. (2.25b) from the top of the atmosphere progressively to the surface. Using the surface boundary condition given by Eq. (2.15), upward intensities can subsequently be obtained from Eq. (2.25a) through the layers. After the intensities at each level for four angles are determined, upward and downward fluxes can then be evaluated using the quadrature.
Finally, to incorporate the forward peak contribution in multiple scattering, we can use the similarity principle (or the so-called ␦-function adjustment) for radiative transfer to adjust the optical depth, single-scattering albedo, and expansion coefficients of the phase function in the form (Joseph et al. 1976; Liou et al. 1988 )
where f is the fraction of the scattered energy residing in the forward peak. For the ␦-two-stream approximation and ␦-two-and four-stream combination approximation, l ϭ 0, 1 and f ϭ , and for the ␦-four-stream /5 2 approximation, l ϭ 0, 1, 2, 3 and f ϭ . In the /9 4 thermal infrared wavelengths, detailed features in the scattering phase function are largely suppressed due to absorption. Thus, we may use the asymmetry factor to represent the phase function through the HenyeyGreenstein function in the form
Use of the ␦-function adjustment would enhance the accuracy of approximate treatments of multiple scattering. It should be pointed out that this adjustment has no effect on the absorption approximation.
Computational results
In this section, the accuracy of the absorption approximation (AA), the modified ␦-two-stream approximation (D2S), the ␦-four-stream approximation (D4S), and the ␦-two-and four-stream combination approximation (D2/4S) are examined by comparing their results with the ''exact'' values computed from the discreteordinates method (Stamnes et al. 1988) . In D2S, the value of D is 1.66, and in D2/4S, the value of D is 2. The ␦-128-stream (D128S) calculations are used as reference results.
a. Monochromatic emissivity of a single homogeneous layer
We first examine the accuracies of various approximations for the emissivity computation involving a single homogeneous layer with a constant temperature using four pairs of ( , g): (0.3637, 0.8487), (0.4982, 0.9467), (0.7105, 0.9044), and (0.7771, 0.7720). The first two are for water clouds at a wavelength of 11 m with effective radii of ϳ6 and 15 m (Hunt 1973) . The other two correspond to the conditions for cold cirrus (Ci cold) and altostratus (As) clouds in the spectral interval 1100-1250 cm Ϫ1 (Fu 1991) . Note that the pair (0.4982, 0.9467) is very close to that of cirrostratus (Cs) in the spectral interval 800-980 cm Ϫ1 (Fu 1991) . For each pair of ( , g), 11 optical depths ranging from 0.1 to 50 are used in the calculations. The numbers in parentheses give relative differences (%) between approximate methods and the ␦-128-stream scheme (D128S). For a homogeneous layer without incident radiation, the emissivity is defined as
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Optical depth
where F is the radiative flux emerging from the surface of the layer and B(T) is the Planck function of the layer. Table 1 shows the emissivity results; the numbers in parentheses give the relative differences between the approximate and exact schemes. For small optical depths ( 1 Ͻ ϳ0.25), the relative errors in emissivity for AA and D2S are larger than 10%. This is because the exact diffusivity factor is not a constant of 1.66 but increases with decreasing optical depth. When 1 → 0, it has a value of 2. The errors of AA are also large when the scattering effect becomes significant. For a single-scattering albedo and asymmetry factor of (0.7771, 0.7720), the relative errors can be as large as 13.7% for large optical depths. These errors, however, are reduced to 2.8% in the case of D2S, in which multiple scattering effects are included. For D4S, the emissivity has an accuracy within ϳ3%. The accuracy of D2/4S is very close to that of D4S. The results displayed in Table 1 suggest that the scattering effects in the infrared radiative transfer can be properly treated by using D2S, whereas two double Gauss quadrature points are sufficient to determine the flux from the intensity distribution.
By assuming no downward flux at the top of the cloud layer, the effective downward emissivity is defined by
where F ↓ ( 1 ) is the downward flux at the bottom of the layer. Table 2 lists the effective downward emissivity for two pairs of single-scattering albedo and asymmetry factor with different isotropic radiation incident from the bottom. The relative differences between approximate and reference results are given in parentheses. The effective emissivity can be as large as 1.2 because of the multiple scattering effect. For small optical depths where more than half of the effective emissivity is due to the scattering, the relative errors for AA can be larger than 50%. The maximum errors in the effective emissivity for D2S, D4S, and D2/4S are ϳ25%, ϳ6%, and ϳ12%, respectively. For 1 Ͼ ϳ0.1, D4S and D2/4S have accuracies within ϳ6%.
Note that AA in Table 2 has identical values for effective downward emissivity in the cases with incident radiation of 5B(T) and 2.5B(T). The effective downward emissivity with D128S does indeed vary with the incident radiation. A scheme that accounts for the thermal infrared scattering by treating effective emissivity as an intrinsic property of a cloud is thus limited (because the effective emissivity depends on the radiative environment as well as on the cloud).
b. Broadband atmospheric radiative heating rates and fluxes
For GCM and remote sensing applications, it is important to evaluate errors produced by radiative transfer approximations in the calculation of heating rates and fluxes under a variety of atmospheric conditions. In the infrared spectrum (0-2200 cm Ϫ1 ), the nongray gaseous absorption due to H 2 O, CO 2 , O 3 , CH 4 , and N 2 O is in-VOLUME corporated into multiple scattering models based on the correlated k-distribution method developed by Fu and Liou (1992) . The continuum absorption of H 2 O is included in the spectral region 280-1250 cm Ϫ1 . For ice clouds, the single-scattering properties are parameterized in terms of ice water content (IWC) and mean effective size (D e ) (Fu and Liou 1993) . The single-scattering properties of water clouds are parameterized in terms of liquid water content (LWC) and effective radius (r e ) (Fu 1991) .
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Two atmospheric profiles, including the midlatitude summer (MLS) and subarctic winter (SAW) of McClatchey et al. (1971) , are used in the flux and heating rate calculations. The CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 O mixing ratios are assumed to be uniform throughout the atmosphere with concentrations of 330, 1.6, and 0.28 ppmv, respectively. For each profile, five calculations are performed: clear sky; skies with low cloud (LWC ϭ 0.22 g m Ϫ3 , r e ϭ 5.89 m); skies with middle cloud (LWC ϭ 0.28 g m Ϫ3 , r e ϭ 6.2 m); skies with high cloud (IWC ϭ 0.0048 g m Ϫ3 , D e ϭ 41.5 m); and skies with all three clouds. The visible optical depths for low, middle, and high clouds are ϳ60, ϳ72, and ϳ0.8, respectively. The low cloud is positioned from 1.0 to 2.0 km in MLS and from 0.5 to 1.5 km in SAW, while the middle cloud extends from 4.0 to 5.0 km in MLS, and from 2.0 to 3.0 km in SAW. The high cloud is located between 10 and 12 km in MLS and between 6 and 8 km in SAW. In the calculations, the atmosphere is equally divided into numerous homogeneous layers with a vertical resolution of 0.25 km and the surface emissivity is set to one.
Comparisons of the upward flux at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and the downward flux at the surface between various radiative transfer approximations and D128S are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for MLS and SAW, respectively. Under clear-sky conditions, the D2S and D4S methods reduce to the AA and D2/4S methods, respectively. The numerical values in Tables 3 and 4 for AA and D2/4S with clear skies differ slightly; for AA (D2/4S) we used a D of 1.66 (2.00). The errors in fluxes with clear skies computed from various radiative transfer parameterizations are less than 1 W m Ϫ2 . In cloudy conditions, the AA method consistently overestimates the TOA fluxes by ϳ5-8 W m Ϫ2 . This is because the AA method overestimates emissivity for optically thick clouds and tends to underestimate it for optically thin clouds (Table 1) . The error associated with AA is significant in climate studies. It should be noted that the TOA fluxes are only reduced by ϳ4 W m Ϫ2 due to the doubling of CO 2 concentration. The downward surface fluxes using AA agree with those computed from D128S within ϳ1 W m Ϫ2 . For D2S, D4S, and D2/4S, Tables  3 and 4 using AA and D2S, and less than 0.03 K day Ϫ1 using D4S and D2/4S, as shown in Fig. 1 . For cloudy skies, as shown in Figs. 2-5, the maximum errors in heating rates, which occur near the cloud tops, are 3.9, 1.5, 0.4, and 0.7 K day Ϫ1 for AA, D2S, D4S, and D2/4S, respectively. The second maximum in errors occurs near the cloud bases. It is noted that AA overestimates the heating rates above low and middle cloud tops and underestimates them below the high cloud base. Recall that AA showed the largest errors for outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) with clouds. For the atmosphere containing high cloud, relative errors in the heating rates within clouds can reach more than 30% for both AA and D2S (Figs. 4 and 5) .
Finally, Table 5 shows infrared fluxes at the top and surface of MLS determined from the ␦-128-stream scheme, ␦-Eddington, ␦-hemispheric mean two-stream, and ␦-discrete-ordinates two-stream approximations. The ␦-Eddington and ␦-hemispheric mean two-stream schemes can produce errors greater than 10 W m Ϫ2 , whereas the ␦-discrete-ordinates two-stream approximation overestimates the fluxes by ϳ25-60 W m Ϫ2 . We see that none of the conventional two-stream approximations produces results better than those from the simple absorption approximation! From these comparisons, it is clear that proper modifications to conventional twostream approximations are needed for applications to infrared radiative transfer.
Discussion
For applications to three-dimensional dynamic models and satellite remote sensing of the radiative budget on a global scale, rapid computations of the radiative fluxes and heating rates are required. Thus, it is important to examine not only the accuracy but also the efficiency of radiative transfer parameterizations. Table  6 presents the computer time comparisons for broadband heating rate and flux calculations using various radiative transfer approximations. For these comparisons, the atmosphere is divided into 100 layers and the computing time is normalized to that of D2S. The first line shows the computer time used by the radiative transfer modules only, whereas the second line gives the total computer time required for the complete heating rate and flux calculations. The overhead calculations to prepare the single-scattering properties of the layers and the Planck function would reduce the differences in radiation model efficiency produced from different transfer modules. Although the computing time spent on overhead calculations can be model dependent, the timing shown for the transfer module should be universal (the optimization of codes may result in ϳ10% differences).
The AA method is most computationally efficient for infrared radiative transfer calculations. However, as demonstrated in section 3, this approximation produces significant errors in fluxes and heating rates under cloudy conditions. In the Fu-Liou radiation model Liou 1992, 1993) , the use of AA instead of D4S is only ϳ20% faster than the model employing D2S. Therefore, the advantage in using AA appears quite limited.
High accuracy in radiative fluxes and heating rates can be obtained by using D4S. The D4S radiation scheme Liou 1992, 1993) has been incorporated into two-dimensional cloud dynamic models to study cloud-radiation interactions in different cloud systems: tropical deep convection systems Chin et al. 1995 ) and a subtropical marine boundary cloud system (Krueger et al. 1995a,b) . Charlock and Alberta (1996) applied Fu and Liou's model in the CERES/ ARM/GEWEX experiment to study the surface and atmospheric radiative energy budget over the ARM SGP CART site in Oklahoma. Although the D4S method is most accurate, the computer time requirement associated with it is substantial compared to the other three methods.
The D2S method is sufficiently economical for infrared radiative transfer calculations, and under most atmospheric conditions, it produces reasonable accuracy. Therefore, this method can be very useful in many applications. However, it should be noted that large errors can be generated when the optical depth is small (see Tables 1 and 2) , and for this reason D2S may not be a good approximation for an atmosphere containing cirrus clouds (see Figs. 4 and 5) . In addition, an error of ϳ2 W m Ϫ2 in the upward flux at the top of the atmosphere (Tables 3 and 4 ) could be significant in some climate studies.
As shown in section 3, the accuracy of D2/4S is close to that of D4S, which is reliable under all atmospheric conditions. The computational time of D2/4S is about four times faster than that of D4S and only 50% more than that of D2S (Table 6 ). In view of the overall high accuracy and computational economy, it appears that the D2/4S method is well suited for flux and heating F U E T A L . Fig. 1 except for the sky containing middle cloud. Fig. 1 except for the sky containing high cloud. Fig. 1 except for the sky containing low, middle, and high clouds. rate calculations in GCM and satellite remote sensing applications.
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FIG. 4. As in
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Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a systematic formulation of various radiative transfer approximations for infrared flux calculations in a consistent manner. In the absorption approximation, a diffusivity factor of 1.66 is used. We have introduced a modified two-stream scheme, which is consistent with the absorption approximation in the limit of no scattering. In the fourstream scheme and two-and four-stream combination scheme, the double Gauss quadrature is used, which provides the correct relation between flux and intensity from an isotropic source. In all radiative transfer parameterizations, we express the Planck function as an exponential function of optical depth.
A wide range of accuracy checks are performed for various radiative transfer parameterizations in the calculation of the monochromatic emissivity for a homogeneous layer as well as broadband heating rates and fluxes in nonhomogeneous atmospheres. We find that the scattering processes cannot be neglected in the computation of infrared radiative transfer under cloudy conditions. The modified ␦-two-stream scheme can yield acceptable results under most atmospheric conditions. However, errors can become substantial when the optical depth is small, particularly in cirrus cloud conditions. For the ␦-four-stream scheme, reliable results are F U E T A L . * The nongray gaseous absorption is treated by using the correlated k-distribution method (Fu and Liou 1992) . The parameterization of the single-scattering properties of cloud particles follows Fu and Liou (1993) and Fu (1991). obtained under all atmospheric conditions. The accuracy of the ␦-two-and four-stream combination scheme is close to that of the ␦-four-stream scheme. We further illustrate that conventional two-stream schemes are not appropriate for applications to infrared radiative transfer.
The computational efficiency for various radiative transfer approximations is compared. The results presented in this paper on the accuracy and efficiency for various radiative transfer parameterizations can be utilized to determine which approximate method is most appropriate for a particular application. In view of its overall high accuracy and computational economy, the ␦-two-and four-stream combination technique appears to be well suited for typical GCM applications associated with weather and climate studies. 
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